CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
Around the World - Intermediate Course 1

This course is for Intermediate to Advanced Students (Levels B1+ -B2)
Are you ready to take a trip around the world? Buckle up! Around the World with Hallo allows
you to travel, learn and experience different cultures from the comfort of your home. From local
activities to family, love, and doctor visits, you will learn how to successfully manage yourself in
a different environment. Through group discussions and role-playing, you will describe important
events, express your opinions, suggest solutions to problems, and participate in discussions to
analyze information while having fun with new friends.

The Journey
Week 1

Lesson 1:
Festivals & Rituals

Lesson 2:
Local Cuisine

Week 2

Lesson 3:
Sites & Landmarks

Lesson 4:
Transportation

REVIEW lessons 1 – 4

Week 3

Lesson 5:
Family

Lesson 6:
Childhood & Education

Week 4

Lesson 7:
Love & Dating

Lesson 8:
Health & Fitness

REVIEW Lessons 5 – 8, FINAL EXAM, & AI SPEAKING ASSESSMENT
*See a more detailed course syllabus on page 4
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HOW IT WORKS

For each lesson, you will receive the lesson’s Student Materials. These materials have a section
called PREPARE. Before class, you’ll need to do the activities in the PREPARE section so you’re
ready for the LIVE CLASS. During the LIVE CLASS, you’ll be working with a teacher and your
classmates. The teacher will review grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation with you - and you’ll
have a chance to practice speaking with the teacher. At the end of the lesson, the teacher will help
you prepare for your GROUP SESSION and will assign a group leader. You’ll practice speaking and
working with your classmates. After class, you have review materials including a QUIZ to practice
what you learned in the lesson.
The whole time, you can use your group
chat to ask your classmates questions. The
teacher is watching the group, so if there
is something that you need help with, the
teacher will talk about it in the next class.
Don’t forget to do the PREPARE section before the next class!
Halfway through the course there is a review
quiz to test what you’ve learned in lessons
1-4. And when you’ve finished 8 lessons,
you’ll be able to review lessons 5-8 and test
yourself in the final exam.
And you will travel the world!

THE MAP - TRAVEL THE WORLD

Possible Destinations
1) Anchorage

7) San Jose

13) Cape Town

19) Muscat

2) Vancouver

8) Lima

14) Dublin

20) New Delhi

3) Mexicali

9) Fortaleza

15) Lisbon

21) Kathmandu

4) St. Louis

10) Montevideo

16) Oslo

22) Kuala Lumpur

5) Boston

11) Dakar

17) Moscow

23) Yogyakarta

6) Havana

12) Addis Ababa

18) Athens

24) Manila

During this course, you will be competing with
your classmates to visit as many cities as possible. In order to earn travel miles, you will have
to complete tasks and quizzes on grammar and
vocabulary. The more lessons you attend, the
more miles you will earn and the more cities
you will visit. As you visit these cities, you will
also learn about their culture and way of life,
sharing your research with your classmates.

25) Darwin
26) Auckland
27) Seoul
28) Ulaanbaatar
29) Osaka

Here are all the cities we can visit on this course.
To begin, choose the city where you’d like to start
and share in your group chat. You don’t want to
start the same place as your classmates. Each
time you complete a lesson you get to move
one place. For example, if you choose #13 Cape
Town when you finish the first lesson review
task, you get to choose if you will move to #11
Dakar or #12 Addis Ababa. Every time you are in
a new city, you’ll have a new research project to
work on to learn more about it!

Let’s start traveling! Book HERE

COURSE SYLLABUS
Week
1

Topic

Lesson 1: Festivals
and Rituals

Lesson 2: Local Cuisine

2

Lesson 3: Sights &
Landmarks

Lesson 4:
Transportation

3

Lesson 5:
Family

Lesson 6:
Childhood & Education

4

GSE Outcomes

Tasks

Target Language

Can describe the
personal significance
of events and experiences in detail. (B2,
Speaking/63)

Self-Introductions

Festival Vocabulary

Can recommend
a course of action,
giving reasons. (B2,
Speaking/62

Review & Recommend Restaurants

Can participate in
discussions to compare, contrast, and
summarize information.

Describe & Compare
Landmarks

Describing Festivals

Choose the Best
Restaurant

Can express opinions Plan a Road Trip
and react to practical
solutions of where to
go, what to do, etc.
(B1+, Speaking/51)
Can describe people’s personality and
emotions in some
detail. (B2, Speaking/59)

Tell a story of an important relative

Can express views
clearly and evaluate
hypothetical proposals in informal
discussions (B2.
Speaking/64)

Design an English
language curriculum
for children

Restaurant Vocabulary
Recommendations

Comparative
Modifiers

Travel Vocabulary
Future Forms

Family Structure
Vocabulary
Describing personality
Education Vocabulary
Identifying strengths
and weaknesses

Lesson 7:
Love and Dating

Can suggest soluCreate a New Dating
tions to problems
App OR
and explain why they Write a Love Story
would work. (B2,
Speaking/60)

Dating & Relationship
Vocabulary

Lesson 8:
Health & Fitness

Can describe basic
symptoms to a doctor but with limited
precision. (B1+/ 54)

Health Vocabulary

Design and Pitch a
new treatment to
solve a health problem

*There will be an Intermediate Around the World Course 2 and Beginner and Advanced Around the
World Courses as well.

